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Abstract—Mashups are an important way to allow normal users to build their own applications responding to the specific needs of each one. The basic components of mashups are Data and Web APIs especially Restful ones, but it is difficult for an unexperienced user to combine manually APIs with Data. Therefore, there is a need to predefine links between these resources to permit an easy combination. In this paper, we propose a new approach to make Restful Web APIs adhere to Linked Data principles, which facilitate their combination in mashup applications. The advantage of the proposed approach is the fact that it allows integrating linked data with the composition of Restful APIs. It also uses an algorithm to automatically create links between APIs.

Index Terms—Mashup, REST, Web API, Linked Data, Linked Web Service.

I. INTRODUCTION

The web has become a combination of large sets of data and services, but several structures, protocols and techniques have made the utilization of these sets of resources difficult because of heterogeneity. To facilitate the use of the resources available on the web we have to transform the existing ones to suite a unified model. In this paper, we are interested in building mashup applications using different resources from different providers on the web, so we propose a framework, which provides a unified vision of web APIs and Linked data.

The multitude of resources in the web gives the user a large choice of data and services to combine which is a good thing, but as a downside, this throng of providers causes a problem due to the fact that each one has his own manners to develop, publish and provide web resources.

To solve this problem many works were done to transform existing resources to linked data services in order to facilitate their utilization and integration. For example, [1-3] extend the description of SOAP web services then establish links between them; while [4] propose descriptions adapted to Restful services based on WSMO-Lite [5]. Meanwhile [6] propose a scripting language to enhance the description of Restful services.

In this work, we propose an approach to give web APIs a unified vision with linked data to allow them to be combined together in mashup applications, so we describe web APIs in a Linked Data style. This description contains useful information such as links to other APIs and possible interactions with Linked Data resources, links between APIs are automatically created using STRIM algorithm, this allows us to have a Linked Web API repository that can be combined using Linked Data principles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second section contains a quick presentation of fundamentals about linked data and the composition of RESTful services in mashups. The third section talks about related works and efforts in the description, the discovery and the composition of RESTful services. Our contribution is shown by detailing the architecture of the proposed approach in section four. Section five shows how our prototype runs under a specific scenario to illustrate how it does work. Finally, we discuss the results and we give perspectives of future work in section six.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Linked Data

The term linked data make reference to a new manner of publishing and interlinking structured data in the web, it is expressed by a set of practices which were introduced in the web architecture note Linked Data [7] of Tim Berners-Lee that initiates the following main principles [7]:

1. Use URIs to name things.
2. Make the look up of those names possible by using HTTP URIs.
3. Using the standards (RDF, SPARQL) to provide useful information when someone looks up a URI.
4. Allow the discovery of more things by including links to other URIs.

Linked data applies the architecture of WorldWide Web [8] to share structured data on the web in order to allow them to be interlinked.
The first linked data principle consists of using URI references to identify web documents, real world objects and abstract concepts [9].

The second principle introduces the use of HTTP protocol, which is a global method to access data and resources online. It relies on the combination of a special identification and an ordinary retrieval mechanism.

The third linked data principle imposes the use of Resource Description Framework (RDF) which is a simple graph-based data model essentially designed to be used in the context of the Web [10] for the publication of structured data.

The use of hyperlinks to connect web documents as well as any other type of things is imposed by the fourth Linked Data principle.

The Linked Data (Figure 1), by definition [11], links the instances of multiple sources.

B. Restful Services

REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is the architectural style of the web [12]. It is essentially about using a range of design constraints that web services follow in order to preserve the good properties of the web. REST uses nouns and verbs for readability. The client sends a request to get a response about the corresponding resource.

A RESTful Web Service is a service that coheres with the REST principles in his interface and accessing mechanism. It is used over HTTP protocol and the resources are identified with URIs. The URI should be human-readable and easily identifiable and understandable. For example, a restful resource for a costumer can be identified as

“http://www.example.com/customer”

REST protocol imposes also stateless interactions between the client and the server so every request is treated independently from the previous ones.

The client has enough information about resources and the actions that he is authorized to perform on them thanks to the associated metadata. To use resources the client would send HTTP requests and receive HTTP responses.

Some of the requests used in REST are as follows [13]:

- GET: The GET request retrieves a representation of a resource from the server to the client
- POST: The POST request creates a resource on the server based on the representation given by the client.
- PUT: The PUT request is used to update or create a reference to a resource on the server
- DELETE: The DELETE request is used to delete a resource on the server
- HEAD: The HEAD requests checks for a resource without retrieving it.

Every resource can be provided in multiple representations allowing the client to choose the most suitable format of the information.

C. Mashup

Commonly we define a mashup as a web application that integrates data, application logic, and pieces of user interfaces (UIs) [14]. It gives the possibility to a simple web user to use existing web resources to create his own web application in accordance with his needs and preferences.

“Most mashups do more than simply integrate services and content. Sites that do mashups typically add value. They benefit users in a way that's different and better than the individual services they leverage » [15]
A mashup can combine several types of resources [16] it integrates web services and different types of API as well as data available on the web. Five main benefits of using mashups that were identified in [17] are:

1. Provide an easier way to share information among organizations.
2. Permit an efficient reutilization of data resources and applications developed previously.
3. Allow analysis, reporting, information collection, and decision support.
4. Stimulate users of information systems to take part in the novel process of building information systems responding to the needs of each one.
5. Allow users to collaborate by sharing useful information.

REST (Representational State Transfer) is the architectural style of web services used in mashup applications, it uses URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers) to identify web resources. The access to web-based data and rich user-interface controls is guaranteed by using AJAX.

### III. RELATED WORKS

In order to increase the level of automation in the discovery and the composition of web services, several works were made to extend the classic description of web services by enhancing it with semantic capabilities to form Semantic Web Services by using ontologies [1,2] and Rule-based descriptions [3]. An example of such works is the one described in [4], where the authors proposed an approach to apply SWS technologies on RESTful web services by using WSMO-Lite [5] and [18], which proposes a graph-based web service composition framework.

The scripting language S that was proposed in [6] offers a definition of resources used in interactions between RESTful web services, in this approach the calculations during the discovery process are parallelized to ensure a good performance.

ReLL[19] is an Hypermedia property based approach to describe RESTful Web services. It considers a RESTful service as a set of interlinked resources described in a human readable language. A representation of a resource may contain links to other resource representations. In this approach, Petri Nets are used as a technique to describe the machine-client navigation.

LRDD [20] is an approach proposed by IETF¹ to describe Web resources that are identified by URIs. The resource descriptor link is indicated in the link field of the HTTP header. The descriptor contains a machine-readable information allowing better interactions between the resources.

RESTdesc [21] is a lightweight discovery process, which is based on Link headers, HTTP OPTIONS verb, and URI templates for description of RESTful Services. It returns information about the resources in Notation³ syntax that expresses the current resource interaction possibilities.

RESTdoc [22] relies on HTML links in order to point the descriptions of other resources. The links help to construct a graph by identifying the resources. The descriptions of services are augmented with semantic annotations to obtain machine-readable descriptions; the descriptions are then used to link related services enabling automatic discovery and composition.

LRA [23] proposes a middleware that provides execution plans for SPARQL queries invoking web APIs, and takes care of linking and combining their responses based on semantic annotation from linked data ontologies.

Authors of [24] propose a reconstitution of the existing Linked Data Platform to give a solution for communication needs of geographically distributed resources.

HTTP vocabulary in RDF [25] is a W3C working draft, which purpose is to indicate the HTTP protocol in RDF format. Its goal is to connect the REST paradigm with the concepts of the semantic web. It introduces a range of RDF classes and properties that aim to represent the HTTP specifications in form of concepts.

Among the approaches to facilitate the composition of RESTful web services we mention [26] that extends BPEL in order to support HTTP operations on RESTful resources to ensure their composition.

Work presented in [27] is another approach that proposes a semantic model for REST services. The proposed model is a formal definition based on a combination of pi-calculus [28] and approaches to triple space computing [29], which allows a rigorous description of resources and services.

Authors of [30], propose a framework to compose RESTful services by adding links to other RESTful resources in the resource description.

A linked web API dataset is developed in [31] to provide information about Web APIs, mashups and mashup developers based on the ProgrammableWeb.com².

The work presented in [32] is an extension of the linked USDL model to support different Web API datasets using linked data principles.

A semantic approach to discover and maintain links between RDF data based on the description models used by the providers of these resources is presented in [33].

In [34] the authors went further to track the provenance of the data resources and to disseminate it in URIs.

### IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this paper we propose an approach to allow the combination of Restful web APIs and Linked Data in a mashup application by providing a framework who unifies the vision of Linked Data with web APIs by

---

¹ Internet Engineering Task Force
² An RDF Syntax: http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/n3/
³ http://programmableweb.com
creating Linked Web APIs and providing CRUD methods to manipulate linked data.

To make linked Web API we have to make them join Linked Data principles, we use URIs over HTTP protocol to access APIs, provide an RDF description for each API so that it can provide useful information concerning the API, And then put external links to other API in the description to facilitate their integration, we also add links to external linked data resources to facilitate their utilization by web APIs.

To get this done we associate a descriptor to each Restful web API, each descriptor contains a number of information concerning the category, allowed operations, possible links with other web APIs and possible links with Linked Data.

A. Linked Web API

To create a linked web API repository, we made them subject to linked data principles by doing the following actions:

- Use URIs as names for Restful web APIs.
- Use HTTP URIs to allow people to look up those names.
- When someone looks up a URI, it provides useful information using standards (RDF, SPARQL)
- Include links to other URIs so that they can discover other APIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Header</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API Links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD Links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The descriptors help to discover APIs by means of their category, and then to detect links allowing to combine them together.

Figure 4 represents an example of a description file for hotel reservation service; the part 1 contains information about possible methods, part 2 contains information about links with other services, and part 3 contains information about links with linked data.

B. Exploitation of Linked Data

The descriptor contains also information about linked data susceptible to be linked to the API as an input or an output. If there is no API suitable to be combined then the framework makes a research in the linked data to find a method (query) appropriate to be combined with this API.

The framework offers also a number of functions that ensure providing Linked Data in a Restful web API style. It implements CRUD methods applicable on linked data to create, modify, show or delete them to allow the manipulation of Linked Data like Restful web API, each method is implemented by means of a SPARQL query, this gives us a set of Restful resources and Linked Data which can be manipulated by REST methods (POST, GET, DELETE, PUT) for web APIs and (LD_POST, LD_GET, LD_DELETE, LD_PUT) for Linked Data resources. In addition, the final user does not have to write SPARQL queries.

C. Detection of Links between APIs

In our framework we use STRIM (STRing based algorithm for Instance Matching) that we developed in [11] which gave very interesting results in ontology alignment in OEAi 2015, we use the same principle to detect links between the resources in order to facilitate the creation of the descriptors.

The algorithm consists of three phases:

- Extraction and normalization
- Similarity calculation

The algorithm extracts from each resource a set of information and properties then NLP techniques are used to normalize information in order to keep exclusively useful information. In particular, three pre-processing steps are performed: (1) Case conversion, (2) Stemming Lemmatization and (3) Stop words elimination.

In this phase, the system uses edit distance as a String matcher to calculate similarity between normalized information and refers to the maximum similarity values to count the number of similar information between two resources.
Identification

Finally, in order to determine the correspondences between resources, we apply a filter on maximum counter values. The selected correspondences are added to linked web API descriptors.

In order to test our framework, we used ISLab Instance Matching Benchmark to create a set of API descriptors and then we applied our algorithm to detect correspondences between APIs. The ISLab benchmark consists of four tasks: Value Transformations, Structural Transformations, Logical Transformations and a combination of the previous transformations.

Table 1 shows the results obtained after evaluating our matching algorithm, we can see that it had very good results especially in F-measure and Recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value Transformations</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Transformation</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Transformation</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. WADL file example

Figure 2. Web API Descriptor File

Figure 3. WADL file example

Figure 4. Web API Descriptor File
D. General Architecture

The figure 5 shows the general architecture of our approach, the main components are:

Client Application: This application forms the interface between the user and the components he wants to combine to create a composite application responding to his needs.

Semantic Annotator: It allows the user to annotate Restful services in order to create links between services to facilitate their combination.

SPARQL query manager: The interface allows the user to exploit information about the linked web APIs by using simple methods, which implements SPARQL queries, so the user does not need to write SPARQL queries.

Linked Web API Repository: It contains a set of web APIs interconnected between them thanks to the descriptors edited by the semantic annotator.

SPARQL API: In order to use Linked Data, the SPARQL API transforms simple CRUD methods used by the APIs to SPARQL queries.

E. Scenario

To illustrate our approach we will take the scenario of hotel reservation:

In the following, we present the resources that we implemented in our system and their URIs:

Fig. 6. Service and Linked Data discovery
The client machine will search for the Hotel Reservation Service which will be the entry point for this system, so when sending the GET request for Hotel Reservation Service, the response will contain the links to other APIs: Reservation, Guide and Online Payment Service and a link to a Linked Data resource: Hotels as an input.

To choose a hotel the user has to choose a city first, so he will invoke the Guide service. A GET request to Guide will return a link of a Linked Data resource, which is Cities as an input.

The user will browse the list of cities to choose a destination, once this choice made, the Guide service will return the name of the city to the Hotel Reservation Service, which can take input from a list of Hotels.

A LD_GET method is executed on Hotels Linked Data resource to browse the hotels available in the chosen city, the user makes his choice, so the Hotel Reservation Service has the necessary input to make a Reservation, a POST operation is executed on Reservation to record the new reservation with a ‘False’ value of the attribute PAID.

To accomplish the payment, the payment service is invoked, and then a POST operation is executed on Payments to add a new payment recording.

Once the payment executed, a PUT is operated on Reservation to change the value of PAID attribute from ‘False’ to ‘True’.

Fig.7. Scenario running

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach to allow the combination of Restful web APIs and Linked data in mashup applications. We validated the feasibility of our approach by implementing a framework, which helps the user to build his mashup application. Our approach relies on the RDF description of Restful Web API that contains links to other APIs and interactions with Linked Data resources. Links between APIs are automatically detected using STRIM algorithm. The framework also offers an interface to guide the user in the choice of the APIs to be selected and a set of methods to manipulate Linked Data. However, the process of composition requests a high interaction with the user, so we have as a perspective to automate the process throw semantic enrichment or other types of reasoning capabilities.
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